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AND WOR , 

. d ·n the next two we shall consider the partial 
In this Chapter an i . ffi · 

effects of taxes and government expenditure on work e ort, savmgs, 

investment and risk-bearing, which would be followed by a Chapter 

givin an idea of the general equilibrium effect of the budget. 

/fiie net effect of a tax on wage income on "'.or~ efforts can be 

b Oken down into an income effect and a subst1tut10n eff ec!) The 
r , h" 

/income effect shows the rea~tion of_ t~e taxpayer to_ vary 1s work 

~ forts as m sult of the reduction of his income following the payment 

of the ~'\Wan individual's I]Jargina! utili~ of in~o~ e re1;11ains cons_tantN'U 

with the increase or decrease of his net income (1.e., income mznus 

tax), then the individual will not obviously feel any urge to _work more 

followi~ the reduction of his income after paying the tax) In other 

words, , in this case there will be no income effect anct1ience the -----
individual's wof.k .efforts will not incr~ase;, At the same time, the 

individual will be inclined to substitute leisure for income, since, 

c01npared to the pre-tax position, in the post-tax position there will 

· be an increase in the attractiveness of leisure relatively to income, ?.§..._ 

now the income which the individual will be able to earn by sacrificing 

leisure will be · sj>.ced off by the amount of the tax. Hence, we may 

conc~ude t?~t a'\eroportional inco~e-tax on work eff9rts with the 

marginal utility of income constant w111 definitely decrease work efforts 

by inducing the taxpayers to substitute leisure for incomt0 

/ T.!_i~pojnt ma~ ~ls? be plit_ ~n the fo!lo~ ipJL~Y : Ass'liming that 

( m th~ p~e-tax ~qmhbnum pos1tlon the 1nd1v1dual's marginal rate of 

Strbst1tut10n of mcome for leisure (MSil) was equal to the wage rate 

( W), _defi?ed as the ~rice of leisure over price of income, /in· the post-

tax s1tuat10n MSil will be greater than ~ w;· since the wage rate will be 

~educed by the income-tax paid, which makes leisure cheap.er and 

income dearer than before. But in the post-tax equilibrium we must 

have the following condition fulfilled . 
' ) 

MS,1 = W (net). 
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MS - MV1 
Now, ;1 - MV, where MV1 and MV; stand respectively for the 

I 

margin~! valuation w?ich the individual assigns to leisure and income 

respectively. Hence, m equilibrium, the following condition must be 

fulfilled, 
MV1 ·uv. = W (net). 

l 

But, as we have already seen, after the levy of the tax and before we 

reach the equilibrium position 

MS ;1 > W (net), 

MV 
or, ~ > W (net). 

I 

MV, ,, . . t t 

Hence, in equilibrium, -- should-0e reduced. But as MV; is cons an 

MV. 
I ' 

by assumption, MV1 should be reduced in equilibrium. This condition 

will be fulfilled when the individual will have more leisure. Thus with 
, 

MV; constant, as income-tax will definitely reduce work efforts. 

An alternative diagrammatic proof of this is given in Figure 11. l 

in which leis~~ and income are measured on the horizontal and vertical 
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axis respectively. Suppose AB is the pre-tax wage line of · d' 'd 
1 

h · h · f 1 h · d • ffi . an 1n 1v1 ua 

~ t . dis l~~ngen t ;. t ~ '\' erence c~rve . i"', indicating that the 

m 1v1 ~a s
1 

worb e
1 

o_rt m t e pre-tax situatmlt is AC. Now let a 

proport1ona tax e ev1ed on the wage income of th . d. . ' 

rate BD/BQ so that the wage line . e m 1v1dual at the 

· \ swmgs down to AD. Since it is 
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assumed that the marginal utility of income is constant, the slopes of 

the successive indifference curves will remain the same as we proceed 

upward in the Figure along a straightline, e.g., CF. Therefore, the slope 

of the indifference curve i2 at M (which is measured by AB) will be 

equal to that of the indifference curve i1 at N (which is measured by 

EG). Since the slope of the new (post-tax) wage line A!J is less than 

the slope of EG, the new wage line will be tangential to the indifference 

curve· i1 to the right of N (and M). In the Figure, P is the point of 

tangency, with the result that in the post-tax situation the work effort 

, is redu~ed to AR. 

" · J.Vnext, we allow for the possibility that the marginal utility of 

income increases as income is reduced by the levy of the tax, then 

the net effect of the proportional tax on work efforts will be 

indeterminate. ·Here · we can, however, · coricei ve of two types cJf 

, situation; namely, the marginal utility of leisure is constant ; and the 

-~ arginaJ utility of leisure is not constant. Suppose the rriarginal ut_ility 

es,"' of income is not cons~ant while that of leisure is constanf- Suppose, 

further, in the pre-tax~ situation the following equilibrium condition 

MV1 
. 

holds, namely, MV_. = W,now, Wy 1s reduced by th~ tax, If, as a result 

I 

the times MV; increases' are equal to the times W decreas~s, the left-

hand side of the equation will continue to be equal to the right-hand 

~ide in the post-tax situation also without any further adjustment. Or, 

the work effort will remain constant. If, however, ~- increa.ses by 

times more ( or less) than the decrease in W, the left-hand side, after 

the levy of the ta?(, will be less ( or more)' than the right-hand side. 
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Th~refore, to restore the equilibrium the 
1 

_ . . 

be mcreased (or. decre d.) s· ' . e~ hand side will have to 
ase · mce MV: ts g th· , b d ·r 

MV.. decreases ( or . . . I iven, is can e ?ne I 

1 

1 . mcreases ). This will be so when the individual has 
more ( or ess) tncome Mo ( I · • · 

I ) k f'.(."_ b ..., ·. r. e or ess) mcome will reqmre more ( or 
ess wor e 1ort y him than 1· th . . , 

. . . . _ . n e pre-tax s1tuat1on. 

. Thi~ Is ill~strate~ ~1agrammatically in Figure 11.2. In this case, 

smce the margmal utihty from leisure is assumed to be constant, the 

slopes of the indifference curves, i, and i are constant if we proceed 

int~~ Fi_gure along a horizontal line--AB, 
1
e.g., Suppose C is the pretax 

eqmhb~mm. ~he imposition of a proportional income-tax will make the 

wage hne swmg down and its slope will be therefore less than that 

of DE. Suppose the post-tax wage-line is tangential to i
1
• If the point 

of tangency falls on the line CG, work effort will not change. However, 

the tangency point may be either to the left or to the right of the line 

C.,.G; in thV-onner case it will increase, in the latter case it will decrease. 

1 f-._ '~ ~ ~ ·~pose, fin<!l!y, that the marginal utility of both income and leisure 

is not constant. Suppose, further, that in the pre-tax situation the 
- -- - MV 

following equilibrium condition holds, namely, ---_J_ = W. Now, as 
MV; 

before, . W is reduced by tpe ~ax. If, as a re~ult, MV; increa~e in equal 

proportion to the decrease m W; there will be no necets1ty of any 

further adjustment and the w6rk effort will remain fhe same. If, 

-however, ~ , increases proportionately more (or less) than the 

decrease in .. w, the left1hand side, after the levy, will be less ( or more) 

than the right-hand side. Therefore, Jo restore the equilibrium, the left

hand side will ,ha,ve to be increased ( or decreased). -This will happen 

if 1v!V1 increases (or decreases). MV, will increase (or decrease) when 

.. theindividual will have less ( or more) leisure, i.e., when the individual's 

.:-.,,., work effo'rt wi11 increase ( Of decrease). · . _,,,. 

( This is illustrated in Figure 11.3 below where due to varying 

marginal utility of income and leisure, the slopes of the successive 

indifference curves rise if one proceeds upward along a straight line 

and their slopes decline if one proceeds rightward along a straight line. 

I 

' 
In this case, the levy of a proportional income-tax at the rate of BEi 

BO will have an income effect favourable to work effort (as shown 

by the point of tengency of i1 with DC) and also a substitution effect 

favourable to leisure (as shown by the point of tangency of i with 

AE, the post-tax wage line). In other .words, the income effect ~f the 

tax will encourage persons to work more since the marginal utility of 


